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Strategy-House Rock
• Consumption Junction, What’s Your Function?

• While the economy continues to recuperate, herd immunity holds the 
key to a more complete and broad-reaching recovery

• I’m Just a Bill… Sitting on Capitol Hill
• Another round of fiscal stimulus is rousing inflation worries, prompting a 

timely consideration of inflation hedges

• Earnings Number Cruncher
• The outlook for corporate profitability continues to improve, gathering 

momentum for a strong recovery into 2021
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*Glenm ede’s Reopening Index is a proprietary tool developed by Glenm ede. It is a balanced m ix of high frequency indicators m eant to 
approxim ate the percentage of U.S. econom ic activity lost during the COVID-19 crisis that has been regained during the reopening with 
100% representing the prior peak level and 0% representing the crisis low. Dashed lines represent sub-com ponents of the Index. 
Consum ption is a sub-index that m easures the consum er spending portion of the econom y. Low-Contact represents low-contact consumer 
spending such as retail sales and gasoline purchases.  High Contact reperesents high-contact consumer spending such as restaurant dining 
and air travel. Though created in good faith, there can be no guarantee that these indicators will be accurate.

Data as of 2/4/2021

Consumption Junction, What’s Your Function?

• Advancing Markets & Reopening. Domestic equity markets have picked up right where
they left off last year, with the S&P 500 gaining 4.8% year-to-date. Small-caps have
fared particularly well, up 15.9% in just about 1.5 months. Economic reopening progress
has continued in parallel – Glenmede’s Reopening Index estimates that 77% of
economic activity that was lost due to the pandemic has since been regained. The
Index recently began to gather momentum earlier this year after the passage of
another aggressive fiscal package with fresh stimulus payments.

• Consumption Trends & Contact Intensity. A sub-component of Glenmede’s Reopening
Index is the Glenmede Consumption Index, which tracks household spending via high-
frequency indicators. At a high level, overall consumption appears to have regained its
pre-pandemic highs, and then another 3% on top of that. However, a deeper dive into
spending reveals a bifurcation in the data. “Low Contact” spending, which includes
things such as retail sales and gasoline purchases, sits 13% above pre-pandemic levels.
In contrast, the “High Contact” portion of spending, which includes things like
restaurant dining and air travel, still remains more than 30% below its prior peak.

• Waiting for Herd Immunity. The path to complete economic normalization has proved
difficult as society continues to battle the pandemic. The race toward herd immunity
may hold the key to recovery for portions of the economy reliant on crowds and inter-
personal interaction. We estimate that herd immunity will likely be reached sometime
this summer, but tracking inoculation trends will be crucial to the short-term outlook.

Chart of the Week:
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While the economy continues to recuperate, herd immunity holds 
the key to a more complete and broad-reaching recovery

Consumption Trends Remain Bifurcated on Contact Intensity



Earnings Number Cruncher

• Q4 Earnings Season. Heading down the home stretch of earnings season, Q4 profit
growth continues to improve. With ~74% of companies reporting so far, the blended
year-over-year earnings growth estimate for the S&P 500, which combines actual results
with consensus estimates for firms that have yet to report, currently sits at a positive
2.9%. For reference, the last time large-cap stocks posted positive year-over-year
earnings growth was Q4 of 2019.

• The Broadening Earnings Recovery. Earnings outperformance has been commonplace
in Q4, considering over 80% of companies have beaten consensus estimates thus far.
Leading the way is the materials sector, expected to grow ~18% on a year-over-year
basis, followed by financials, projected to finish up ~17%. Tech (~16%) and healthcare
(~13%) are also estimated to deliver double digit growth. The only sectors forecasted to
finish in the red are energy and industrials, both of which were hit particularly hard by
the pandemic.

• EPS Guidance Shoots Past Pre-COVID Levels. The ongoing earnings recovery has been
a key component of the market’s continued climb higher. Earnings per share estimates
on a rolling next-twelve-month basis for the S&P 500 currently stand at $174, eclipsing
their prior high of $163 in 2019. The next leg of earnings growth will likely be dependent
on the race toward herd immunity, continued productivity gains and the release of
pent-up demand in a post-pandemic economy.
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I’m Just a Bill… Sitting on Capitol Hill

• Trillions in Stimulus, With a “T”. With Congress considering another fiscal stimulus package
measured in trillions of dollars, inflation buzz has begun to creep into economic forecasts.
TIPS* breakeven rates have been climbing higher, now implying expectations for 2.3%
inflation for the next 5 years. Over the past year, it appears a sizable portion of stimulus
payments and enhanced unemployment benefits have been used to boost savings
amid ongoing economic uncertainty. As a result, this may be setting the stage for a
rapid increase in demand once the pandemic is behind us, leading to higher inflation.

• Fed Undeterred by Inflation Risks. The Fed has been clear on its guidance around
inflation. Chairman Powell, speaking last week at the Economic Club of NY, reiterated
the Fed’s intention to let inflation run upwards of 2.0 – 2.5% before considering any hikes
in interest rates. The chairman acknowledged that an inflation spike could occur due to
the base effects of deflation from the year prior, noting this was unlikely to persist. Powell
made the case for “patiently accommodative monetary policy” in order to stimulate the
labor market, which he stressed was far from its “full employment” mandate.

• Inflation Playbook. The stimulus package still has hurdles to overcome before becoming
law. As for the inflation playbook, equities tend to be a good longer-term hedge against
inflation, particularly those that lay claim to real assets, such as commodity producers
and REITs**. In addition, diversified commodity exposure tends to perform well during
inflation spikes. TIPS*, on the other hand, exhibit a high correlation to inflation, but do not
appear to offer a leveraged payoff in periods of rapidly rising prices.

Another round of fiscal stimulus is rousing inflation worries, 
prompting a timely consideration of inflation hedges

The outlook for corporate profitability continues to improve, 
gathering momentum for a strong recovery into 2021

*Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities
**Real estate investment trusts
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